


SAVE THE   
ENVIRONMENT 
WITH SLEEP

1.
Collect Plastic f rom 

the Ocean

2.
Convert Plastic to 

Granules3.
Convert Granules to 

Yarn

4.
Convert Yarn to 

Fabric

As you use it on a daily basis, plastic may seem harmless. But when it ends up in the ocean, it becomes a hazard. Not just for us, but for the 
generations to come. Plastic soup isn’t something we want to drink or swim in. And yet, it’s becoming our reality.

Using the latest in textile technology, garbage is collected from the ocean and turned into granules. These granules are then weaved into a 
recycled yarn, which is then used to manufacture our quality innovative textiles for our iDream beds.

To contribute to this initiative,  scan the QR code or go to www.seaqual.org
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CONSISTING OF 5 BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED MODELS

IDREAMBEDS.COM
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ic Dissipating heat when sleeping whilst conforming precisely to your body. 

Memory Gel slowly regain its original shape when you move.

Black Ice contains ceramic infusion which adds enhanced conductivity 
to the exceptional comfort and support characteristics of gel foam. 
Scientifically proven to be up to 20% cooler than traditional foam, which 
contributes to a much cooler, comfortable sleep.

Originally developed for the critical health care industry to ensure total 
comfort and support 24/7, Vitahealth is our ultra high density profiled 
foam designed with comfort and support in mind. With strategically 
placed profiles you will experience the ultimate balance between support 
and comfort where your body needs it the most.
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In partnership with SeaqualTM, every queen mattress helps pull 50 plastic 
water bottles from our oceans. SeaqualTM works by pulling plastic waste 
from the ocean, breaking down the plastic into granules. Reconstituting 
the granules into yarn, and using this yarn to make Hotelier beds.

Our luxurious fluted base is complimented with beautiful stylish legs 
that provides the bedroom with a touch of class. Our bases are carefully 
designed to provide solid support, ensuring longer lasting mattresses.

Fluted Base

Our latest range of infused foams now incorporates aeration technology. 
It uses micro air channels, uniformly punched through the comfort layers, 
to further improve the thermal regulating and hygienic properties of the 
mattress through effective air flow. 
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In partnership with SeaqualTM, every queen mattress helps pull 50 plastic 
water bottles from our oceans. SeaqualTM works by pulling plastic waste 
from the ocean, breaking down the plastic into granules. Reconstituting 
the granules into yarn, and using this Yarn to make Hotelier beds.

TempaGel is a climatic controlled memory foam which has been infused 
with hydrogel beads that aid in the dissipation of heat out of the mattress. 
Regulating the climatic conditions for the ultimate personalised comfort 
and consistent pressure-relieving support.

Our latest range of infused foams now incorporates aeration technology. 
It uses micro air channels, uniformly punched through the comfort layers, 
to further improve the thermal regulating and hygienic properties of the 
mattress through effective air flow. 

Our luxurious fluted base is complimented with beautiful stylish legs 
that provides the bedroom with a touch of class. Our bases are carefully 
designed to provide solid support, ensuring longer lasting mattresses.

SupportFlex is a premium support core foam that has been specifically 
designed to provide an effective, durable, and breathable foundation 
layer. SupportFlex supports the human body over its entire surface 
consistently and assists in reducing heat and moisture retention. 
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Fluted Base
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ic In partnership with SeaqualTM, every queen mattress helps pull 50 plastic 

water bottles from our oceans. SeaqualTM works by pulling plastic waste 
from the ocean, breaking down the plastic into granules. Reconstituting 
the granules into yarn, and using this yarn to make Hotelier beds.

Our Memory Sense is enhanced with cell opener and thermo-stabilising 
technology which provides better ventilation allowing for reduced 
sensitivity to variations in ambient temperatures. Memory Sense is 
exceptionally luxurious and provides effective support which further 
enhances your comfort with a down-like touch. 

Enviroflex is our high-density reconstituted foam core. It is highly durable 
and provides excellent foundation support. With the added benefit of 
recycled foam, Enviroflex is also an environmentally friendly option.

Our luxurious fluted base is complimented with beautiful stylish legs 
that provides the bedroom with a touch of class. Our bases are carefully 
designed to provide solid support, ensuring longer lasting mattresses.

Fluted Base
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Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows for a fresh 
sleeping surface and extends the life expectancy of your mattress.

Rotator
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The woven fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look and adds 
durability and memory to the fabric.

Our Diamond Convolute design enhances the comfort of our foam and 
assists in alleviating pressure points, allowing for better comfort for 
shoulders, hips and knees.

Enviroflex is our high-density reconstituted foam core. It is highly durable 
and provides excellent foundation support. With the added benefit of 
recycled foam, Enviroflex is also an environmentally friendly option.

Our luxurious fluted base is complimented with beautiful stylish legs 
that provides the bedroom with a touch of class. Our bases are carefully 
designed to provide solid support, ensuring longer lasting mattresses.

Superior comfort layers on both sides of the mattress, allows for a fresh 
sleeping surface and extends the life expectancy of your mattress.

Fluted Base

Woven Fabrics

Rotator

15



The woven fabric finish gives the fabric a unique luxurious look and adds 
durability and memory to the fabric.

Our Diamond Convolute design enhances the comfort of our foam and 
assists in alleviating pressure points, allowing for better comfort for 
shoulders, hips and knees.

Enviroflex is our high-density reconstituted foam core. It is highly durable 
and provides excellent foundation support. With the added benefit of 
recycled foam, Enviroflex is also an environmentally friendly option.

Our luxurious fluted base is complimented with beautiful stylish legs 
that provides the bedroom with a touch of class. Our bases are carefully 
designed to provide solid support, ensuring longer lasting mattresses.
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TempaGel is a climatic controlled memory foam which 
has been infused with hydrogel beads that aid in the 
dissipation of heat out of the mattress. Regulating the 
climatic conditions for the ultimate personalised comfort 
and consistent pressure-relieving support.

Zonal-Flex is a contoured foam technology designed for 
head-to-toe comfort and support. The seven carefully 
placed zones provide the ultimate combination of body 
support and pressure relief, enhancing lumber support and 
reducing pressure points. 

Our latest range of infused foams now incorporates 
aeration technology. It uses micro air channels, 
uniformly punched through the comfort layers, to 
further improve the thermal regulating and hygienic 
properties of the mattress through effective air flow. 

Black Ice contains ceramic infusion which 
adds enhanced conductivity to the exceptional 
comfort and support characteristics of gel foam. 
Scientifically proven to be up to 20% cooler than 
traditional foam, Black Ice contributes to a much 
cooler and more comfortable sleep.

Dissipating heat when sleeping whilst conforming 
precisely to your body and slowly regain its original 
shape when you move.

Developed for the critical health care industry to ensure 
total comfort and support 24/7, Vitahealth is our ultra-high 
density profiled foam designed with comfort and support 
in mind. With strategically placed profiles - experience the 
ultimate balance between support and comfort.



idreambeds.com

info@idreambeds.com

+27(0) 10 007 4645

+27(0) 11 298 9999

@idream.beds

@idream_sa

https://idreambeds.com

